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In this March I attended the 14th Lions International Youth Exchange Scholarship Essay
Competition organized by Lions Clubs International, District 303, HK& Macao, China with the
theme of “Living in Harmony With Environment and Humans”. Fortunately I won the
championship and got this opportunity to go to Istanbul for this camp. If the preparation of the
lecture warned me to think more about the future of nature and environment, then the exchanging
time taught me how to feel, enjoy and pass on the warmth of love.

This is such wonderful 16 days that I have ever experienced! From 7th August to 22th August I
enjoyed lots of fun and love with many people which were still strangers before the first meet. I
feel like I am in love with Istanbul and greatly looking forward to be here again. It’s a kind of long
report but I really want to express my gratitude to all the people I appreciate about this camp.

THE FIRST MEET

I can say it is my host family ( Nalan. Sinan. Yildirim) who I miss most. They impressed me
deeply from the first day we met. It was the 23:00 of 6th when I landed in the Turkey airport.
Despite the late time, I found that I couldn’t find my luggage. Hurriedly and nervously asking the
Lost&Found, I found that my luggage would be here after 3 hours. There is no wifi in the airport
so I couldn’t get in touch with HF. I was still in great panic when I walked out of the exit until I
saw the big board writing “Ida \Jinduo Ma” and “welcome ” in both Chinese and Turkish held by
the mom, sister, and brother-- who had been waiting for one hour! Later in Mado, where we
shared our first ice cream meal together, I also met his father, a pilot, who especially came back
for 2 hours from his training class just to welcome me. After we got the luggage and finally got
home, it was nearly 3 a.m. And they had accompanied me all along. At night, I slept in the
brother’s room( which is surely very neat) and the brother slept on the sofa!



TRADITIONAL CRAFTS & MY SISTER FUNNY ICE CREAM

During the next 5 days, nearly every meal they took me outside to eat in order that I can try
more traditional Turkish food. I wasn’t quite accustomed to the spicy and salty food at first, but
those were the major in Turkish food. So they kindly told the chef to add less spicy but still keep a
little to enable me to taste the original flavor. In one restaurant the mom even took me to the
kitchen so that I could see the process of cooking and have some photos with the chef. And the
friendly chefs were also happy to coordinate us!

FRIENDLYCHEFS

We went to lots of places of interest, including the Blue Mosque, Basilica Cistern, the
Maiden’s Tower and so on. My HF tried to explain the tale and history behind the places to me,
and mom helped me change into the traditional clothes and took me photos for memory. From the
top of the Maiden’s tower, you can have a full view of the Marmara Sea, both the European and
Asian side of Istanbul and the bridge connecting them. Across this open and bright picture, there
suddenly flashed a struggling seagull. I was deeply affected by the fighting spirit it revealed to me.
More fortunately, I caught this scene by my camera and later it won me the first prize of the photo
contest.



WIDE SEATHE FISH TO LEAPABOUTAND VAST SKY THE BIRDS TO FLY
海阔凭鱼跃，天高任鸟飞

GRAND BAZAR BLUE MOSQUE

Later we took the ido (a ferry ) to the other city Bursa to visit grandparents. The grandma
cooked a very wonderful breakfast for us. The plates nearly covered the whole big desk!



WONDERFUL BREAKFAST WITH GRANDPARENTS

Then we went to the Turkish bath and Green Mosque. They also invited me to a friend whose
daughter had just come back from China, which made me feel so warm. However, what touched
me most was one day I saw a beautiful dress but didn’t manage to get it as we were on a bus. Two
days later after I told them about the dress, they particularly took me back to the narrow street
which is not so easy to find and walked two rounds just to get me the dress in my mind.

VIEWING FROM 360 RESTAURANTAT TOP OF HILTON

TRADITIONAL HANDMADE CARPETS MYNEW DRESS ANDAMEMORABLE SQUARE



At one night we cooked a Chinese dish together and they like it so much. Moreover we have
changed our presents from different cultures. I brought them some traditional Chinese clothes and
small decorations and magnets. And her mom painted me a drawing personally as she is an artist
teacher and gave me some beautiful crafts, also the father gave my family a T-shirt which he
designed himself when as a soldier.

THE PICTURE MOM PAINTEDAND THE ORIGINAL PHOTO

Now it comes to the time with my campers from all over the world and lovely camp staffs. The
activity system was very complete. From the first meet, the responsible person Cagla stressed the
importance of being punctual and it will be shown on the points of country board. At the end of
camp the highest points country could give some tricky punishment on losing countries. Every
morning there would be a schedule for everyone to know the time and activities that we would
have today. And the next morning at breakfast you should hand in the feedback on which you
write the feeling and advice for yesterday’s activities.

COUNTRY PRESENTATION SWIMMING
Theme: viewing Chinese culture through the character“和”



There are many activities we have done, one of those most worth mentioning was the countries’
presentation. I prepared a lot for that and I was going to wear my cheongsam (a beautiful
traditional Chinese dress) when giving my presentation. Because every time there was only about
one and half for country presentation and every country’s time was different, so I don’t know
when I should change my formal dress. Therefore I changed my dress in advance but found it was
no enough time for me to present that time. One of the staff there sensed my embarrassment and
helped me to change the turn with a fore country so that I didn’t have my dress changed in vain! I
mainly introduced several aspects of Chinese culture from the six different pronunciations of the
character 和，as well as the the current situation of Chinese culture. To my great delight, all the
campers were deeply impressed by my introduction and delicate gifts about China! Also the
friends from other countries gave excellent introductions of their own country and broadened my
horizon a lot.

FUN FAIR LEARNING COOKING CUISINE

During the next days we went to visit the museum of Turkey football team, one orphanage
school, toys museum, swimming pool, bar, dancing, karaoke club, bowling game, cuisine class,
fitness, shopping, taking ferry, vehicle museum and so on. We painted, visited, swam, danced,
played, learned... But most importantly, we had fun, we really had fun, which is also the core of
this camp! In the Turkish football team Fenerbahce museum, the guide interpreter told us that the
history of this football team, from the foundation to every honor, was closely related to the history
of Turkey. During our visiting, there was also one TV program coming to film us. Almost every
two days there would be an Ice-breaking game. We were ordered to do different but interesting
games. The first time we were asked to line up by the turn of birthday without talking to each
other. From this game we saw the importance of intelligence, leadership, and team work. In
another game we were seated in a circle. From the beginning every person should say his or her
name and one favorite food, then the next person should repeat all names and relevant food of
those people before him. Then the last person undoubtedly get the hardest task! It’s sure an
excellent game to remember everyone far quicker! We also did some charity, such as going to the
orphanage school. We gave them the toys we painted ourselves and help them paint the wall. After
some painting work we were almost colorful as the rainbow because of the paint, but the children
and we both had the sunshine smile on the face. To spend the long time on the ferry, we danced a
lot. The traditional penguin dance in Turkey gave us a lot of fun. Among all campers there are
some who were good at dancing his national dances, such as India and Netherlands. We danced,
laughed, held our hands and felt our heart became closer and hotter.



VISITING FENERBAHCE FOOTBALL TEAM MUSEUM PAINTING TOY DIY

During the camp time, one Italian boy had his birthday and all of the campers and staffs
carefully and secretly prepared a celebration video for him. Everyone said their own wish in both
English and their own language. It made not only him but also the whole camp feel the warmth of
friends as a new family. And for myself I think one of the most I gained was my confidence. For
example, it was only the second time I played bowling but I got two spares and all campers
cheered me a lot. When they shouted my name together, I found myself happy for being concerned
and loved. Also I learned swimming by the help of them so that I will no longer be afraid of sea
any more.

VISITING VEHICLE MUSEUM FEEDING SEAGULLS ON FERRY



On the last day, we had a talent show. The whole process was made light and fun, we danced,
performed and laughed. I had a solo piano performance while singing a Chinese song at the same
time. I had never sung for the public before, but during the rehearsal all the campers said my voice
was so wonderful which undoubtedly gave me huge confidence. Also I won the first prize of the
photographing contest “catch the spirit of Istanbul”. It was totally to my surprise! They not only
let me know that I can sing well, photograph well, bowling well, swim well, but more importantly,
they let me know that there are far more things that I can do, and I can do them excellently, even if
many of them are what I was so afraid of before. So, on the night we flew away the wish lantern, I
made a wish that I could come back here again after 10 years in 2025. Fortunately, my wish
lantern flew successfully and highly. That night, we flew away lanterns in random turns in a park
by the sea. Before we actually flew them, the staffs helped us fire the candle and deal with the
paper one by one. After that, we played games on the grass, drank beers and ate snacks, and
enjoyed ourselves fully.

SUNBATHING TRYING TRADITIONAL HOOKAH
The staff there said that we were the best and funniest camp they had ever seen. We think so

too. We loved each one of us. We are a whole big family, but not many small groups. The staffs
gave each of us a postcard individually for us to write something for ourselves and they would
send them to us after we get home. At the day we were going to be separated in the airport, the
staffs personally sent and accompanied each one of us until we get to the security check. Every
time a camper was going to go, each of the other campers would give he or she the sincere
farewell hug and wishes. We can’t forget the precious friendship, but we also cannot forget the
devotion the staffs made for us. They set up a dropbow for us where we can freely share our
photos . They invited all host families to the talent show. They are not strict teachers, but the
funnier lovely friend. And they are so hardworking. It’s said that each one of them can only had 4
hours sleep average daily. Now we are all back home, in different side of the world, but we will
forever miss each other. We had a Whatsapp group and we are still in touch with each other now.

VISITING TOYMUSEUM LEAVING HARBOURS



And lastly but from the bottom of my heart, I want to show my sincere gratitude to HK Lions
Club. Once again, I thank Ms. Mable Mak for sponsoring the mainland students to participate in
the 15th Lions International Youth Exchange Scholarship Essay Competition in HK. In the process
of applying for the camp, Ms. Mak also set up some micromessage groups for us all and also for
each single person just to give us the most extent of convenience. It’s clear that tshe devoted a lot
to our mainland students and devoted a lot of their spare time. Furthermore, we received a large
amount of prize or money support.

Thus,I sincerely appreciate Lions Clubs International, District 303, Hong
Kong & Macao, China for supporting, nominating, cordinating and sponsoring me to the exchan
ge camp. And I couldn’t forget the help from the
Centre for Environmental Education and Communications of Ministry of Environmental Protectio
n for organizing the 2015 Environmental English Essay Competition and the arrangements for the
trip to Hong Kong. Also dear Mr. Samuel Yeung helped me a lot with many realistic issues about
Turkey trip, including the flight ticket and this later period feedback. There is no denying that
what I have got today couldn’t be isolated with what all of you have done. From all your words
and efforts, I am deeply touched and get to know a lot of philosophy of life. I can know that even
if this camp was just an ended fun time and a priceless experience for us, it would be a hard and
big task for many members of Lions every country to prepare and look back.

TURKISH FLAG ON THE FERRY IDAAND MY FRIENDS

Today when I look back on what I have how I have walked by this whole way, I feel as if I
am just be awakened from a sweet dream. Maybe because that I have seriously done my job so I
fortunately get my results. I am really grateful to every one I met during the contest in HK and my
HF and camp time in Turkey. And I have always been wondering what I can do to pay back to
them. Years ago when I traveled abroad, I was just a silly little girl protected by parents and
searched for fun. But nowadays when you start to go outside by your own, you start to feel the
weight of the responsibility on your shoulders. That is, you are no longer a single person, you
stand for a whole country behind you. Although everyone told you the camp is for fun, but you
should remember the invisible task of spreading your culture, and also try to feel an exotic culture.
When you are in a host family, you can see the deepest and most realistic part of a country--how
do the people there live? When you are in the camp, you can feel the fantasy of the impact among



different thoughts from different culture background. When you are back home, you start to know
that what you haven’t known, where you still want to go are so much that they are beyond your
imagination. The world is much bigger and more complex, not just the textbooks you are trapped
with. But the world is simple too, it is just under your foot and in your hands. We should always
be on the way. On the way to explore the unknown world, on the way to strive for every
possibility, and on the way to love who needs.I think I have already, as the name of the District
118-Y camp, caught the spirit of Istanbul, to some extents. That is, to strive, to enjoy, and to
devote. Always keep the confidence and the dream for yourself, and remain a grateful and kind
heart for the others and this world. Feel Culture, Have Fun, and Share Love!

Thank you!!

LOVE LIONS THANK YOUALL !!

Ida Ma Jinduo
North East Yu Cai High School

Shen Yang Liao Ning Province China
马金铎
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